This article being addressed, in general, to the specialists in the theory of representations of finite dimensional reductive and infinite dimensional Z-graded Lie algebras, the theory of approximations in functional analysis and asymptotical methods in the operator calculus and, partially, in the mathematical physics (algebraic quantum field theory), is devoted to an investigation of algebraic and analytic structure of infinite dimensional hidden symmetries in the theory of representation of finite dimensional reductive Lie algebras. More precisely, the subject of the paper is a realization of the infinite dimensional Z-graded Witt algebra of all Laurent polynomial vector fields on a circle and its one-dimensional nontrivial central extension (the Virasoro algebra) by hidden symmetries in the Verma modules over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) (the so-called q R -conformal symmetries). These infinite dimensional Lie algebras are realized by the q R -conformal symmetries approximately. In the article there are considered two kinds of approximate representations: the representations up to a class S of operators (Hilbert-Schmidt operators, compact operators or finite-rank operators) and asymptotic representations "mod O( )", where is a parameter (in this case several definitions of an operator "O-large" by the parameter are possible). The approximate representations of the first kind may be naturally considered in the context of the pseudo-differential calculus [1,2], whereas ones of the second kind -in the context of the asymptotic methods [3][4][5]. Note that the asymptotic representations "mod O( )" were explored in the formalism of the Karasev-Maslov asymptotic quantisation [6], and representations up to S are certain generalisations of the projective representations [7,8].
based on the formulas derived by the author earlier; thus, the attention should be devoted, in general, to the formulations of results themselves. §1. Preliminary definitions 1.1. The Lie algebra sl(2, C) and Verma modules over it. Lie algebra sl(2, C) is a three-dimensional space of 2×2 complex matrices with zero trace supplied by the standard commutator [X, Y ] = XY − Y X, where the right hand side multiplication is the standard matrix multiplication. In the basis
the commutation relations are of the form: [l i , l j ] = (i − j)l i+j (i, j = −1, 0, 1). Lie algebra sl(2, C) is Z-graded: deg(l i ) = − ad(l 0 )l i = i, where ad(X) is the adjoint action operator in the Lie algebra: ad(X)Y = [X, Y ]. Therefore, Z-graded modules over sl(2, C) are l 0 -diagonal. A vector v in a Z-graded module over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) is called extremal iff l 1 v = 0 and the linear span of vectors l n −1 v (n ∈ Z + ) coincides with the module itself (i.e. v is a cyclic vector). A Z-graded module with an extremal vector (in this case it is defined up to a multiplier) is called extremal [11] . An extremal module is called the Verma module [12] iff the action of l −1 is free in it, i.e. the vectors l n −1 v are linearly independent. In the case of the Lie algebra sl(2, C) the Verma modules are just the same as infinite dimensional extremal modules. An extremal weight of the Verma module is the number defined by the equality l 0 v = hv, where v is the extremal vector. The Verma modules are defined for all complex numbers h and are pairwise nonisomorphic. Below we shall consider the Verma modules with real extremal weights only.
The Verma module V h over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) with the extremal weight h may be realized in the space C[z] of polynomials of a complex variable z. The formulas for the generators of the Lie algebra sl(2, C) are of the form: l −1 = z, l 0 = z∂ z + h, l 1 = z∂ 2 z + 2h∂ z , here ∂ z = d dz . The Verma module is nondegenerate (i.e. does not contain any proper submodule) iff h = − n 2 (n ∈ Z + ). The Verma module V h is called unitarizable (or hermitean) iff it admits a structure of the pre-Hilbert space such that l * i = l −i . The completion of the unitarizable Verma module will be denoted by V Hilb In the nonunitarizable Verma module over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) there exists the unique (up to a scalar multiple) indefinite sequilinear form (·, ·) such that (l i v 1 , v 2 ) = (v 1 , l −i v 2 ) for any two vectors v 1 and v 2 from the Verma module. If this sesquilinear form is nondegenerate (in this case the Verma module is nondegenerate) then it has a signature (n, ∞), where n is finite, and therefore, there is defined a Pontryagin completion [10] of the Verma module. The corresponding module in which the Lie algebra sl(2, C) acts by the unbounded operators will be denoted by V Pontr h . The following chain of inclusions holds:
An action of the real form of the Lie algebra sl(2, C) generated by the operators l i in the Pontryagin space V Pontr h by the unbounded operators is exponentiated to a pseudounitary representation of the corresponding simply connected Lie group.
Hidden symmetries in Verma modules over the lie algebra sl(2, C):
Lobachevskii-Berezin C * -algebra and q R -conformal symmetries.
Proposition 1 [13] . In the nondegenerate Verma module V h over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) there are uniquely defined the operators D and F such that
If the Verma modules are realized in the space C[z] of polynomials of a complex variable z then
where ξ = z∂ z . The operators F and D obey the following relations:
where q R = 1 2h−1 . In the unitarizable Verma module (q R = 0) the operators F and D are bounded and F * = D, D * = F .
The algebra generated by the variables t and t * with the relations [tt * , t * t] = 0 and [t, t * ] = q R (1 − tt * )(1 − t * t) being the Berezin quantization of the Lobachevskii plane realized in the unit complex disc (the Poincarè realization) [14] is called the Lobachevskii-Berezin algebra. Proposition 1 allows to consider the Lobachevskii-Berezin algebra as a C * -algebra. The Lobachevskii-Berezin C * -algebra war rediscovered recently by S.Klimek and A.Lesnievsky [15] .
Proposition 2 [13] . In the nongenerate Verma module V h over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) there are uniquely defined the operators L n (n ∈ Z) such that
moreover, L i = l i (i = −1, 0, 1). If the Verma modules are realized in the space C[z] of polynomials of a complex variable z then
where ξ = z∂ z . The operators L n obey the following relations:
In the unitarizable Verma module the operators L n are unbounded and L * i = L −1 . The operators L n are called the q R -conformal symmetries. They may be symbolically represented in the form:
To supply the symbolical recording by a sense one should use the general commutation relations
for n = 0. The commutation relations for the operators D, F and the generators of q Rconformal symmetries with the generators of the Lie algebra sl(2, C) mean that the
, are families of tensor operators [8, 16] for the Lie algebra sl(2, C).
To the families of tensor operators J k and L k one may correspond the generating functions -the operator fields, i.e. the formal Laurent series of a complex variable u with operator coefficients:
For any value of u an operator field realizes a mapping from V h into V form h . The fact that J k and T k (k ∈ Z) form families of tensor operators on the language of operator fields means that
The operator fields V (u), which transform as s-differentials under the action of the Lie algebra sl(2, C) (i.e. which obey the identity
, are called the sl(2, C)-primary fields of spin s; so the operator fields J(u) and T (u) are sl(2, C)-primary ones of spin 1 and 2. The operator fields J(u) and T (u) as well as their properties are explored in detail in [13] .
1.3. Infinite dimensional Z-graded Lie algebras: the Witt algebra w C of all Laurent polynomial vector fields on a circle and the Virasoro algebra vir C , its one-dimensional nontrivial central extension. The Lie algebra Vect(S 1 ) is realized in the space of C ∞ -smooth vector fields v(t)∂ t on a circle S 1 ≃ R/2πZ with the commutator
In the basis s n = sin(nt)∂ t , c n = cos(nt)∂ t , h = ∂ t the commutation relations have the form:
Let us denote by Vect C (S 1 ) the complexification of the Lie algebra Vect(S 1 ). In the basis e n = ie ikt ∂ t the commutation relations in the Lie algebra Li Vect C (S 1 ) have the form:
[e j , e k ] = (j − k)e j+k .
It is rather convenient to consider an imbedding of the circle S 1 into the complex plane C with the coordinate z, so that z = e it on the circle and the elements of the basis e k (k ∈ Z) are represented by the Laurent polynomial vector fields: e k = z k+1 ∂ z . The Z-graded Lie algebra generated by the Laurent polynomial vector fields (i.e. by the finite linear combinations of elements of the basis e k ) is called the Witt algebra and is denoted by w C . The Witt algebra w C is the complexification of the subalgebra w of the algebra Vect(S 1 ) generated by the trigonometric polynomial vector fields on a circle S 1 , i.e. by the finite linear combinations of elements of the basis s n , c n and h.
The Lie algebra Vect(S 1 ) admits a nontrivial one-dimensional central extension defined by the Gelfand-Fuchs 2-cocycle [17] :
This extension being continued to the complexification Vect C (S 1 ) of the Lie algebra Vect(S 1 ) and reduced to the subalgebra w C defines a central one-dimensional extension of the Witt algebra, which is called the Virasoro algebra and is denoted by vir C . The Virasoro algebra is generated by the elements e k (k ∈ Z) and the central element c with the commutation relations:
[e j , e k ] = (j − k)e j+k + j 3 − j 12 c and is the complexification of a central extension vir of the Lie algebra w. In the irreducible representation the central element c of the Virasoro algebra is mapped to a scalar operator, which is proportional to the identity operator with a coefficient called the central charge. §2. HS-projective representation of the Witt algebra in Verma modules over the Lie algebra sl(2, C)
2.1.
A-projective representations [9] .
Definition 1A. Let A be an associative algebra represented by linear operators in the linear space H and g be the Lie algebra. The linear mapping T : g → End(H) is called a A-projective representation iff for any X and Y from g there exists an element of the algebra A represented by the operator A XY such that
If H is infinite dimensional then the representation may be realized by the unbounded operators with suitable domains of definition.
Remark 1. Definition 1A may be generalized for arbitrary anticommutative algebras. In this situation it is deeply related to the constructions of representations of the anti-commutative algebras jl(2, C) and sl * (2, C) from [18,19;20: §2] . In general, it should be considered in the context of old ideas of A.I.Maltsev on representations of arbitarary nonassociative algebras [21] . General anti-commutative algebras and constructions of their A-projective representations are interesting for the theory of quasi-Hopf algebras, which are nonassociative as coalgebras, jacobian and cjacobian quasi-bialgebras and related structures (see refs in [9] ).
Example. If (g, h) is a reductive pair then any representation of the Lie algebra g is a U(h)-projective representation of the binary anticommutative algebra p (g = h ⊕ p, the binary operation in p has the standard form: [X, Y ] p = π([X, Y ]), where [·, ·] is the commutator in g and π is the projector of g onto p along h [22] ). Definition 1B. Let A be an associative algebra with an involution * symmetrically represented in the Hilbert space H. If g is a Lie algebra with an involution * then its A-projective representation T in the space H is called symmetric iff for all elements a from g T (a * ) = T * (a). Let g be Z-graded Lie algebra (g = ⊕ n∈Z g n ) with an involution * such that g * n = g −n and involution is identical on the subalgebra g 0 . Let us extend the Z-grading and the involution * from the Lie algebra g to the tensor algebra T · (g). A symmetric A-projective representation of g ia called absolutely symmetric iff for any element a of the algebra T · (g) such that deg(a) = 0 the identity T (a) = T * (a) holds (here the representation T of the Lie algebra g in H is extended to the mapping of T · (g) into End(H).
Definition 1C.
A A-projective representation T of the Lie algebra g in the linear space H is called almost absolutely closed iff for any natural n and arbitrary elements X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , . . . X n+1 of the Lie algebra g there exists an element ϕ(X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , . . . X n+1 ) of the algebra g such that
here A is considered as represented in End(H). An almost absolutely closed Aprojective representation T of the Lie algebra g in the linear space H is called absolutely closed iff ϕ(·, . . . , ·) ≡ 0.
The mappings (X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , . . . X n+1 ) → ϕ(X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , . . . X n+1 ) associated with an almost absolutely closed A-projective representation of the Lie algebra g define the higher brackets in the Lie algebra g. Objects with higher brackets systematically appear in many branches of mathematics and mathematical physics (see e.g. the book [6] or the article [23] among others and numerous references wherein).
2.2.
HS-projective representation of the Witt algebra by q R -conformal symmetries in the unitarizable Verma modules V h over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) [9] . Note that the Witt algebra w C admits a natural involution * .
Theorem 1A. The generators L k (k ∈ Z) of q R -conformal symmetries in the unitarizable Verma module V h over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) realize an absolutely symmetric HS-projective representation of the Witt algebra w C . Adding the tensor operators J k (k ∈ Z) to the tensor operators L k one receives an absolutely symmetric HS-projective representation of a semi-direct sum of the Witt algebra and the infinite-dimensional Z-graded Heisenberg algebra (the one-dimensional central ex-
The statement of the theorem follows from the explicit formulas for generators of q R -conformal symmetries and tensor operators J k . A verification on the belonging to the class HS of Hilbert-Schmidt operators for operators of the fixed degree with respect to the grading in the Z-graded space of polynomials C[z] supplied by the certain scalar product with orthogonal weight spaces (such as any unitarizable Verma module over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) is) does not produce any problems.
Note that the HS-projective representation of the Witt algebra w C in the unitarizable Verma module V h over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) is not T C-projective. Remark 5. Theorem 1A is generalized for the pseudo-unitary case with the substitution of the class HS of Hilbert-Schmidt operators to the class K of compact operators.
The results on the "exponentiated" version of Theorem 1A are announced in the e-prints [24, 25] . The statement follows from the explicit formulas for tensor operators L k and J k .
Remark 6.
For h = 0 the K-projective representation of the Witt algebra in the Verma module over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) is F R-projective.
B-projective representations of the Witt algebra.
Note that one of disadvantages of many A-projective representations, in particular, if A is a certain operator class K, HS, T C or F R, is that their set is not closed under tensor products, in general. For the class B of bounded operators the tensor products of Bprojective representations are defined. However, any S-projective representation, where S is one of classes above, is B-projective and as such is sometimes nontrivial (when the initial representation is realized by unbounded operators), that allows to construct their tensor products, which will be nontrivial B-projective representations in this case.
Let us call a S-projective representation of the Lie algebra g (S is a certain operator class) S-irreducible iff the representation operators can not be simultaneously transform by an addition of elements of S to the form, in which they have a common proper invariant subspace. Theorem 2. Let T h be the B-projective representation of the Witt algebra w C by the q R -conformal symmetries in the Verma module V h over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) then the B-projective representations S n (T h ) (here S n denotes the functor of the n-th symmetric degree, cf. [26] ) are B-irreducible.
The statement of the theorem follows from the explicit formulas for generators of q R -conformal symmetries. 3.1. The asymptotics of q R -conformal symmetries in Verma modules V h over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) at q R → 0 (h → 1 2 ) and at q R → 1 (h → 1) and the Witt algebra w C . Let A be the algebra of all finite linear combinations of expressions of the form f (qp)p n (n ∈ Z + ) or q n f (qp) (n ∈ Z + ), where [p, q] = 1 and f are rational functions, whose denominators have no zeroes in integer points. Let us call the algebra A the extended Weyl algebra. The extended Weyl algebra is a topological algebra with respect to natural convergence.
Remark 7. Decompositions of the tensor products
T h 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ T h n of B-projective representations T h i on B-irreducible
Lemma. The extended Weyl algebra A admits a strict representation in the Verma
Generators of q R -conformal symmetries L k (k ∈ Z) as well as generators D, F of the Lobachevskii-Berezin algebra belong to the image of the extended Weyl algebra A.
Below we shall interpret the "O-large" for the asymptotics of operators in the Verma modules over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) with non-half-integer extremal weights, which belong to the extended Weyl algebra (because its representations in the Verma modules are strict one can identify the algebra itself with its image) in the sense of topology in the extended Weyl algebra.
Theorem 3A. Generators of q R -conformal symmetries in the Verma modules
Generators of q R -conformal symmetries in the Verma modules V 1± (0 < < 1 2 ) over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) form an asymptotic "mod O( )" representation of the Witt algebra w C , too.
The first statement of the theorem, which immediately follows from the explicit form of generators of q R -conformal symmetries, was in fact proved in [10] , where the corresponding "exponentiated" version was considered. The second is similar to the first. An answer on the question on a "divergence" between theorem 3A and the remark 8 is in the following: the strict representations of the extended Weyl algebra do not even exist for the limit value = 0, but being continuous (in a weak operator topology in the space V h ) for all values of the parameter from an interval 0 < < 1 2 , are not uniformly continuous on this interval. Note that the continuous representations of the extended Weyl algebra in the verma modules V h over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) can be extended to representations by unbounded operators in the spaces V Hilb h (or V Pontr h ), and, therefore, uncontinuous, that, however, is typical for the representation theory of Lie algebras.
3.2. The estimation "mod HS" of the second term of the asymptotics of q R -conformal symmetries in Verma modules V h over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) at q R → 0 (h → 1 2 ) and at q R → 1 (h → 1) and the Virasoro algebra vir C . Under the "hybridization" of the approximations "mod O( n )" and "mod S" an interesting phenomenon of "noncommutativity" of estimations is observed, the asymptotics of q R -conformal symmetries supply us by an example.
Theorem 3B. For generators of q R -conformal symmetries in the Verma modules V 1 2 + (0 < < 1 2 ) over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) the following asymptotics "mod O( 2 )" exists:
So generators of q R -conformal symmetries form an approximate representation of the Virasoro algebra vir C for h → 1 2 in the specified sense. For generators of q R -conformal symmetries in the Verma modules V 1± (0 < < 1 2 ) over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) the following asymptotics "mod O( 2 )" exists, too:
So generators of q R -conformal symmetries form an approximate representation of the Virasoro algebra vir C for h → 1 in the specified sense.
In the statement of the theorem the estimations "mod O( 2 )" are interpreted in the sense of a convergence in the extended Weyl algebra A, and HS denotes the set of all elements of this algebra, which are realized by Hilbert-Schmidt operators under the strict representation in the Verma modules over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) for all sufficiently small values of (otherwords, if π h is the representation of A in V h and HS h is the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators in V h then in the theorem HS is interpreted as 
The following estimation "mod O( 2 )" holds ( in denominators is not excluded because for the zero value of a representation of the extended Weyl algebra in the corresponding Verma module is not defined):
Extracting the terms of order (because the first term of the order 1 is known) one receives:
Perform the estimation "mod HS" and obtain:
So the "asymptotic" central charge is equal to 8 .
Analogously, for h → 1
Remark 9. The estimation "mod O( 2 )" may be strengthened to "mod O( n )" for any finite n (but not to "mod O( ∞ )" in view of the further estimation "mod HS").
Remark 10. As follows from the results of the second paragraph the change of an order of estimations gives the zero central charge of the Virasoro algebra. Perhaps, the noncommutativity of an order of the estimations "mod O( n )" and "mod HS" in the case of q R -conformal symmetries is a partial case of a more general and fundamental fact of deviations between asymptotical theory of pseudodifferential operators and pseudodifferential calculus on asymptotic manifolds in sense of [27] .
Note that the result of Theorem 3B contains a strange coincidence of "asymptotic" central charges of the Virasoro algebra for h → 1 2 and h → 1 (namely, c = 8 , → 0). Perhaps, this coincidence may be explaned by the hypothetical suggestion that for all values of the extremal weight h the Virasoro algebra is presented on a certain more hidden and unexplicated level universally (i.e. its characteristics do not depend on h).
Conclusion
In the paper there are investigated various approximate representations of the infinite dimensional Z-graded Lie algebras: the Witt algebra of all Laurent polynomial vector fields on a circle and its one-dimensional nontrivial central extension, the Virasoro algebra, by the infinite dimensional hidden symmetries in the Verma modules over the Lie algebra sl(2, C). There are considered as asymptotic representations "mod O( n )" and representations up to a class S of operators (compact operators, Hilbert-Schmidt operators and finite-rank operators) as cases, which combine both types of approximations (and in these cases an effect of noncommutativity of the order of their realizations is explicated, that perhaps is underlied by a more general fundamental fact of deviations between the asymptotical theory of pseudodifferential operators and the pseudodifferential calculus on the asymptotic manifolds in sense of [27] ). Some applications of the discussed problems to the applied problems of information technologies (an organization of the information transmission in integrated videocognitive interactive systems for accelerated nonverbal computer and telecommunications) were investigated in the report [28] . Danna rabota, adresovanna , v osnovnom, specialistam v teorii predstavleni koneqnomernyh reduktivnyh i beskoneqnomernyh Z-graduirovannyh algebr Li, teorii pribliжeni v funkcionalьnom analize i asimptotiqeskim metodam v isqislenii operatorov, a takжe, otqasti, v matematiqesko fizike (algebraiqesko kvantovo teorii pol ), posv wena izuqeni algebraiqesko i analitiqesko struktury beskoneqnomernyh skrytyh simmetri v teorii predstavleni koneqnomernyh reduktivnyh algebr Li. Bolee toqno, predmetom raboty vl ets realizaci beskoneqnomerno Z-graduirovanno algebry Vitta loranovskih polinomialьnyh vektornyh pole na okruжnosti i ee odnomernogo netrivialьnogo centralьnogo rasxireni (algebry Virasoro) skrytymi simmetri mi v modul h Verma nad algebro Li sl(2, C) (t.n. q R -konformnymi simmetri mi). Pri зtom, ukazannye beskoneqnomernye algebry Li realizu ts q R -konformnymi simmetri mi ne toqno, a pribliжenno. V statьe rassmatriva ts dva tipa pribliжennyh predstavleni : predstavleni po modul nekotorogo klassa S operatorov (operatorov Gilьberta-Xmidta, kompaktnyh operatorov ili operatorov koneqnogo ranga) i asimptotiqeskie predstavleni "mod O( )", gde -nekotory parametr (v dannom sluqae vozmoжny razliqnye opredeleni operatornogo "O-bolьxogo" po parametru ). Pribliжennye predstavleni pervogo tipa estestvenno traktovatь v kontekste psevdodifferencialьnogo isqisleni [1, 2] , v to vrem kak vtorye -asimptotiqeskih metodov [3] [4] [5] . Otmetim, qto asimptotiqeskie predstavleni "mod O( )" issledovalisь v ramkah formalizma asimptotiqeskogo kvantovani Karaseva-Maslova [6] , a predstavleni po modul S vl ts v opredelennom smysle obobweni mi proektivnyh predstavleni [7, 8] .
Rezulьtaty raboty, nekotorye iz kotoryh byli anonsirovany v зlektronnyh preprintah зlektronnogo arhiva po funkcionalьnomu analizu Nacionalьnyh laboratori SXA v Los Alamose [9, 10] , nos t skoree harakter nabl deni , neжeli teorem, trebu wih trudoemkih i ne snyh iz ih formulirovok dokazatelьstv. Dokazatelьstva predstavlennyh v statьe faktov po suti dela odnohodovy i predstavl t sobo gromozd-kie vyqislitelьnye upraжneni (gde зto vozmoжno, opuwennye), opirawies na sovokupnostь poluqennyh avtorom ranee vnyh formul; takim obrazom, smyslova nagruzka prihodits , v osnovnom, na sami formulirovki rezulьtatov. §1. Predvaritelьnye opredeleni 1.1. Algebra Li sl(2, C) i moduli Verma nad ne . Algebro Li sl(2, C) nazyvaets trehmernoe prostranstvo kompleksnyh matric 2 × 2 so sledom nulь, snabжennoe standartnym kommutatorom [X, Y ] = XY − Y X, gde umnoжenie v pravo qasti -standartnoe umnoжenie matric. V bazise
Z-graduirovanny modulь v kotorom suwestvuet зkstremalьny vektor (v зtom sluqae on opredelen s toqnostь do umnoжeni na konstantu) nazyvaets зkstremalьnym [11] . Зkstremalьny modulь nazyvaets modulem Verma [12] , esli de stvie l −1 v nem svobodno, t.e. vektora l n −1 v line no nezavisimy. V sluqae algebry Li sl(2, C) moduli Verma sutь v toqnosti beskoneqnomernye зkstremalьnye moduli. Зkstremalьnym vesom modul Verma nazyvaets qislo h, opredel emoe iz ravenstva l 0 v = hv, gde v -зkstremalьny vektor. Moduli Verma opredeleny dl vseh kompleksnyh qisel h i poparno neizomorfny. V dalьne xem my budem rassmatrivatь moduli Verma tolьko s vewestvennymi зkstremalьnymi vesami.
Modulь Verma V h nad algebro Li sl(2, C) s зkstremalьnym vesom h moжet bytь realizovan v prostranstve C[z] mnogoqlenov odnogo kompleksnogo peremennogo z. Formuly dl generatorov algebry Li sl(2, C) ime t vid: Esli moduli Verma realizovany v prostranstve C[z] mnogoqlenov odno kompleksno peremenno z, to
, buduqi kvantovaniem po Berezinu ploskosti Lobaqevskogo, realizovanno v ediniqnom kompleksnom diske (realizaci Puankare) [14] , nazyvaets algebro Lobaqevskogo-Berezina. Predloжenie 1 pozvol et rassmatrivatь algebru Lobaqevskogo-Berezina kak C * -algebru. C * -algebra Lobaqevskogo-Berezina byla nedavno pereotkryta S.Klimekom i A.Lesnievskim [15] .
Predloжenie 2 [13] . V nevyroжdennom module Verma V h nad algebro Li sl(2, C) odnoznaqno opredeleny operatory L n (n ∈ Z) takie, qto
pri зtom, L i = l i (i = −1, 0, 1). Esli moduli Verma realizovany v prostranstve C[z] mnogoqlenov odno kompleksno peremenno z, to
gde ξ = z∂ z . Operatory L n udovletvor t sootnoxeni m:
V unitarizuemom module Verma operatory L n neograniqeny i L * i = L −1 . Operatory L n nazyva ts q R -konformnymi simmetri mi. Oni simvoliqeski mogut bytь predstavleny v vide:
Dl pridani smysla simvoliqesko zapisi sleduet vospolьzovatьs obwimi perestanovoqnymi sootnoxeni mi
, vl ts seme stvami tenzornyh operatorov [8, 16] dl algebry Li sl(2, C).
S seme stvami tenzornyh operatorov J k i L k moжno associirovatь ih proizvod wie funkcii -operatornye pol , t.e. formalьnye r dy Lorana ot odno kompleksno peremenno u s operatornymi koзfficientami:
Pri kaжdom znaqenii u operatornoe pole zadaet otobraжenie V h v V form h . Tot fakt, qto J k i T k (k ∈ Z) obrazu t seme stva tenzornyh operatorov, na zyke operatornyh pole oznaqaet, qto
Operatornye pol V (u), preobrazu wies kak s-differencialy pod destviem algebry Li sl(2, C) (t.e. udovletvor wie toжdestvu 1.3. Beskoneqnomernye Z-graduirovannye algebry Li: algebra Vitta w C loranovskih polinomialьnyh vektornyh pole na okruжnosti i algebra Virasoro vir C , ee odnomernoe netrivialьnoe centralьnoe rasxirenie. Algebra Li Vect(
V bazise s n = sin(nt)∂ t , c n = cos(nt)∂ t , h = ∂ t kommutacionnye sootnoxeni ime t vid: Oboznaqim Vect C (S 1 ) kompleksifikaci algebry Li Vect(S 1 ). V bazise e n = ie ikt ∂ t kommutacionnye sootnoxeni v algebre Li Vect C (S 1 ) ime t vid:
Udobno takжe rassmatrivatь vloжenie okruжnosti S 1 v kompleksnu ploskostь C s koordinato z, pri зtom na okruжnosti z = e it , a зlementy bazisa e k (k ∈ Z) predstavl ts loranovskimi polinomialьnymi vektornymi pol mi: e k = z k+1 ∂ z . Z-graduirovanna algebra Li, poroжdenna loranovskimi polinomialьnymi vektornymi pol mi (t.e. koneqnymi line nymi kombinaci mi зlementov bazisa e k ), nazyvaets algebro Vitta i oboznaqaets w C . Algebra Vitta w C vl ets kompleksifikacie podalgebry w algebry Vect(S 1 ), poroжdenno trigonometriqeskimi polinomialьnymi vektornymi pol mi na okruжnosti S 1 , t.e. koneqnymi line nymi kombinaci mi зlementov bazisa s n , c n i h.
Algebra Li Vect(S 1 ) dopuskaet netrivialьnoe odnomernoe centralьnoe rasxirenie, zadavaemoe 2-kociklom Gelьfanda-Fuksa [17] :
Dannoe rasxirenie, buduqi prodolжennym na kompleksifikaci Vect C (S 1 ) algebry Li Vect(S 1 ) i ograniqennym na podalgebru w C , zadaet odnomernoe centralьnoe rasxirenie algebry Vitta, nazyvaemoe algebro Virasoro i oboznaqaemoe vir C . Algebra Virasoro poroжdaets generatorami e k (k ∈ Z) i centralьnym зlementom c s kommutacionnymi sootnoxeni mi: Opredelenie 1A. Pustь A -proizvolьna associativna algebra, predstavlenna line nymi operatorami v line nom prostranstve H i g -algebra Li. Line noe otobraжenie T : g → End(H) nazyvaets A-proektivnym predstavleniem, esli dl proizvolьnyh X i Y iz g suwestvuet зlement algebry A, predstavlenny operatorom A XY , tako , qto
Esli H beskoneqnomerno, to predstavlenie moжet osuwestvl tьs neograniqennymi operatorami s podhod wimi oblast mi opredeleni . Zameqanie 1. Opredelenie 1A moжet bytь obobweno na proizvolьnye antikommutativnye algebry. V зto situacii ono tesno sv zano s konstrukci mi predstavleni antikommutativnyh algebr jl(2, C) i sl * (2, C) v [18,19;20: §2] . V celom, ego sleduet rassmatrivatь v kontekste staryh ide A.I.Malьceva o predstavleni h proizvolьnyh neassociativnyh algebr [21] . Obwie antikommutativnye algebry i konstrukcii ih A-proektivnyh predstavleni interesny s toqki zreni kvazihopfovyh algebr, neassociativnyh kak koalgebry, kobievyh i ko kobievyh kvazibialgebr i sv zannyh s nimi struktur (sm.ssylki v [9] ).
Primer. Esli (g, h) -reduktivna para, to l boe predstavlenie algebry Li g vl ets U(h)-proektivnym predstavleniem binarno antikommutativno algebry p (g = h ⊕ p, binarna operaci v p imeet standartny vid: [X, Y ] p = π([X, Y ]), gde [·, ·] -kommutator v g, a π -proektor g na p vdolь h [22] ).
Zameqanie 2. Standartnoe proektivnoe predstavlenie vl ets qastnym sluqaem opredeleni , esli algebra A odnomerna i de stvuet v H skal rnymi matricami. Zameqanie 3. Esli H -gilьbertovo (ili predgilьbertovo) prostranstvo, to v kaqestve A moжno rassmatrivatь algebru HS vseh operatorov Gilьberta-Xmidta. Moжno takжe rassmatrivatь algebry B, K, T C i F R ograniqennyh, kompaktnyh, dernyh operatorov i operatorov koneqnogo ranga.
Opredelenie 1B. Pustь A -associativna algebra s invol cie * , simmetriqno predstavlenna v gilьbertovom prostranstve H. Esli g -algebra Li s invol cie * , to ee A-proektivnoe predstavlenie T v prostranstve H nazyvaets simmetriqnym, esli dl vseh зlementov a iz g T (a * ) = T * (a). Pustь g -Z-graduirovanna algebra Li (g = ⊕ n∈Z g n ) s invol cie * taka , qto g * n = g −n i invol ci toжdestvenna na podalgebre g 0 . Prodolжim Z-graduirovku i invol ci * s algebry Li g na tenzornu algebru T · (g). Simmetriqnoe A-proektivnoe predstavlenie g nazyvaets absol tno simmetriqnym, esli dl l bogo зlementa a algebry T · (g) takogo, qto deg(a) = 0, vypolneno ravenstvo T (a) = T * (a) (zdesь predstavlenie T algebry Li g v H prodolжeno do otobraжeni T · (g) v End(H).
Opredelenie 1V. A-proektivnoe predstavlenie T algebry Li g v line nom prostranstve H nazyvaets poqti absol tno zamknutym, esli dl l bogo naturalьnogo n i proizvolьnyh зlementov X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , . . . X n+1 algebry Li g suwestvuet зlement ϕ(X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , . . . X n+1 ) algebry g tako , qto
zdesь A rassmatrivaets predstavlenno v End(H). Poqti absol tno zamknutoe A-proektivnoe predstavlenie T algebry Li g v line nom prostranstve H nazyvaets absol tno zamknutym, esli ϕ(·, . . . , ·) ≡ 0.
Otobraжeni (X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , . . . X n+1 ) → ϕ(X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , . . . X n+1 ), associirovannye s proizvolьnym poqti absol tno zamknutym A-proektivnym predstavleniem algebry Li g, opredel t vysxie skobki v algebre Li g. Obъekty s vysximi skobkami sistematiqeski po vl ts vo mnogih oblast h matematiki i matematiqesko fiziki (sm.napr.knigu [6] ili statь [23] sredi proqih i mnogoqislennye ssylki v nih).
2.2.
HS-proektivnye predstavleni algebry Vitta q R -konformnymi simmetri mi v unitarizuemyh modul h Verma V h nad algebro Li sl(2, C) [9] . Otmetim, qto algebra Vitta w C dopuskaet estestvennu invol ci * .
Teorema 1A. Generatory L k (k ∈ Z) q R -konformnyh simmetri v unitarizuemom module Verma V h nad algebro Li sl(2, C) osuwestvl t absol tno simmetriqnoe HS-proektivnoe predstavlenie algebry Vitta w C . Dobavlenie k tenzornym operatoram L k tenzornyh operatorov J k (k ∈ Z) privodit k absol tno simmetriqnomu HS-proektivnomu predstavleni polupr mo summy algebry Vitta i beskoneqnomerno Z-graduirovanno algebry Ge zenberga (odnomernogo centralьnogo rasxireni beskoneqnomerno Z-graduirovanno abelevo algebry Li C[z, z −1 ] mnogoqlenov Lorana).
Utverжdenie teoremy sleduet iz vnyh formul dl generatorov q Rkonformnyh simmetri i tenzornyh operatorov J k . Proverka na prinadleжnostь klassu HS operatorov Gilьberta-Xmidta dl operatorov fiksirovanno stepeni otnositelьno graduirovki v Z-graduirovannom prostranstve mnogoqlenov C[z], snabжennom nekotorym skal rnym proizvedeniem, otnositelьno kotorogo odnomernye vesovye prostranstva ortogonalьny, kakovym i vl ets unitarizuemy modulь Verma nad algebro Li sl(2, C), ne predstavl et nikakih problem.
Otmetim, qto HS-proektivnoe predstavlenie algebry Vitta w C v unitarizuemom module Verma V h nad algebro Li sl(2, C) ne vl ets T Cproektivnym.
Zameqanie 4. HS-proektivnye predstavleni algebry Vitta v unitarizuemyh modul h Verma nad sl(2, C) absol tno zamknuty.
Zameqanie 5. Teorema 1A perenosits na psevdounitarny sluqa s zameno klassa HS operatorov Gilьberta-Xmidta na klass K kompaktnyh operatorov.
Rezulьtaty, kasa wies "зksponencirovanno " versii teoremy 1A, anonsirovany v зlektronnyh preprintah [24, 25] . 2.4. B-proektivnye predstavleni algebry Vitta. Otmetim, qto k qislu "neudobstv" mnogih A-proektivnyh predstavleni , v tom qisle esli A -nekotory klass operatorov K, HS, T C ili F R, otnosits , voobwe govor , nezamknutostь ih sovokupnosti otnositelьno vz ti tenzornyh proizvedeni . Dl klassa жe B ograniqennyh operatorov tenzornye proizvedeni B-proektivnyh predstavleni opredeleny. Odnako, vs koe S-proektivnoe predstavlenie, gde S -odin iz upom nutyh vyxe klassov, vl ets B-proektivnym i kak takovoe, inogda, netrivialьnym (kogda ishodnye predstavleni osuwestvl lisь neograniqennymi operatorami), qto pozvol et konstruirovatь ih tenzornye proizvedeni , kotorye budut v зtom sluqae netrivialьnymi B-proektivnymi predstavleni mi.
Nazovem S-proektivnoe predstavlenie algebry Li g (S -nekotory operatorny klass) S-neprivodimym, esli operatory predstavleni odnovremenno ne mogut bytь privedeny putem dobavleni k nim зlementov iz S k vidu, v kotorom oni vse obladali by obwim dl nih sobstvennym invariantnym podprostranstvom. 
Pri зtom, generatory q R -konformnyh simmetri L k (k ∈ Z), ravno kak i generatory D, F algebry Lobaqevskogo-Berezina, prinadleжat obrazu rasxirenno algebry Ve l A.
Budem ponimatь v dalьne xem "O-bolьxoe" dl asimptotik operatorov v modul h Verma nad algebro Li sl(2, C) s nepolucelymi зkstremalьnymi vesami, prinadleжawih rasxirenno algebre Ve l (poskolьku ee predstavleni v modul h Verma toqny moжno otoжdestvl tь samu algebru s ee obrazom), v smysle topologii v rasxirenno algebre Ve l .
Pervoe utverжdenie teoremy, nemedlenno sledu wee iz vnogo vida generatorov q R -konformnyh simmetri , bylo po suti dela dokazano v [10] , gde rassmatrivalasь sootvetstvu wa "зksponencirovanna " versi . Vtoroe emu polnostь podobno. Otvet na vopros o priqinah "rashoжdeni " meжdu teoremo 3A i zameqaniem 8 zakl qaets v sledu wem: toqnye predstavleni rasxirenno algebry Ve l ne tolьko ne suwestvu t pri predelьnom znaqenii = 0, no buduqi nepreryvnymi (v slabo operatorno topologii v prostranstve V h ) pri vseh znaqeni h parametra iz intervala 0 < < 1 2 , ne vl ts ravnomerno nepreryvnymi na зtom intervale. Otmetim takжe, qto nepreryvnye predstavleni rasxirenno algebry Ve l v modul h Verma V h nad algebro Li sl(2, C) prodolжa ts do predstavleni neograniqennymi operatorami v prostranstvah V Hilb h (ili V Pontr h ), i, kak sledstvie, ne nepreryvnyh, qto, odnako, tipiqno dl teorii predstavleni algebr Li.
3.2.
Ocenka "mod HS" vtorogo qlena asimptotiki q R -konformnyh simmetri v modul h Verma V h nad algebro Li sl(2, C) pri q R → 0 (h → 1 2 ) i pri q R → 1 (h → 1) i algebra Virasoro vir C . Pri "gibridizacii" pribliжeni "mod O( n )" i "mod S" nabl daets interesnoe vlenie "nekommutiruemosti" ocenok, primer qemu predostavl t asimptotiki q R -konformnyh simmetri .
Teorema 3B. Dl generatorov q R -konformnyh simmetri v modul h Verma V 1 2 + (0 < < 1 2 ) nad algebro Li sl(2, C) imeets sledu wa asimptotika "mod O( 2 )":
Takim obrazom, generatory q R -konformnyh simmetri obrazu t pribliжennoe predstavlenie algebry Virasoro vir C pri h → 1 2 v ukazannom smysle.
Dl generatorov q R -konformnyh simmetri v modul h Verma V 1± (0 < < 1 2 ) nad algebro Li sl(2, C) takжe imeets asimptotika "mod O( 2 )":
Takim obrazom, generatory q R -konformnyh simmetri obrazu t pribliжennoe predstavlenie algebry Virasoro vir C pri h → 1 v ukazannom smysle. Imeyet mesto sledu wa ocenka "mod O( 2 )" ( v znamenatel h ostavlen, t.k. pri nulevom ne opredeleno predstavlenie rasxirenno algebry Ve l v sootvetstvu wem module Verma):
Vydel qleny por dka (poskolьku starxi qlen por dka edinicy uжe izvesten), poluqim:
2 (ξ − 1 2 ) 2 ( 1 ξ−1+ + 1 ξ+ ) − 2 (ξ + 3 2 ) 2 ( 1 ξ+1+ + 1 ξ+2+ ) + 12 . Provedem teperь ocenku "mod HS" i poluqim: Takim obrazom, "asimptotiqeski " centralьny zar d raven 8 .
Analogiqno, pri h → 1 [L 2 , L −2 ] = (ξ+3h) 2 (ξ+1)(ξ+2) (ξ+2h)(ξ+2h+1) − (ξ+3h−2) 2 ξ(ξ−1) (ξ+2h−1)(ξ+2h−2) = (ξ+3+3 ) 2 (ξ+1)(ξ+2) (ξ+2+2 )(ξ+3+2 ) − (ξ+1+3 ) 2 ξ(ξ−1) (ξ+2 )(ξ+1+2 ) . Imeet mesto sledu wa ocenka "mod O( 2 )" ( v znamenatel h ostavlen, t.k. pri nulevom ne opredeleno predstavlenie rasxirenno algebry Ve l v sootvetstvu wem module Verma):
. Vydel qleny por dka (poskolьku starxi qlen por dka edinicy uжe izvesten), poluqim:
(ξ + 1)(ξ + 3)( 1 ξ+3+ − 2 ξ+2+ ) − (ξ + 1)(ξ − 1)( 1 ξ+1+ − 2 ξ+ ) + 6 . Provedem teperь ocenku "mod HS" i poluqim: 8 + 2(ξ + 1)( ξ−1 ξ+ − ξ+3 ξ+2+ ) ∼ 8 − 4 = 4 . Takim obrazom, "asimptotiqeski " centralьny zar d op tь raven 8 . Zameqanie 9. Ocenka "mod O( 2 )" moжet bytь uluqxena do "mod O( n )" dl l bogo koneqnogo n (no ne do "mod O( ∞ )" iz-za posledu we ocenki "mod HS").
Zameqanie 10. Kak sleduet iz rezulьtatov vtorogo paragrafa perestanovka por dka ocenok privodit k nulevomu centralьnomu zar du dl algebry Virasoro.
Po-vidimomu, neperestanovoqnostь por dka ocenok "mod O( n )" i "mod HS" v sluqae q R -konformnyh simmetri vl ets otraжeniem bolee obwego i fundamentalьnogo fakta razliqi meжdu asimptotiqesko teorie psevdodifferencialьnyh operatorov i psevdodifferencialьnym isqisleniem na asimptotiqeskih mnogoobrazi h v smysle [27] .
Otmetim, qto rezulьtat teoremy 3B soderжit strannoe sovpadenie "asimptotiqeskih" centralьnyh zar dov dl algebry Virasoro pri h → 1 2 i h → 1 (a imenno, c = 8 , → 0). Vozmoжno, зto sovpadenie obъ sn ets tem, qto pri vseh znaqeni h зkstremalьnogo vesa h algebra Virasoro prisutstvuet na nekotorom ewe bolee skrytom i poka ne vy vlennom urovne universalьno (t.e. ee harakteristiki ne zavis t ot h).
Zakl qenie
V rabote issledovany razliqnye pribliжennye predstavleni beskoneqnomernyh Z-graduirovannyh algebr Li: algebry Vitta loranovskih polinomialьnyh vektornyh pole na okruжnosti i ee odnomernogo netrivialьnogo centralьnogo rasxireni , algebry Virasoro, beskoneqnomernymi skrytymi simmetri mi v modul h Verma nad algebro Li sl(2, C). Rassmotreny kak asimptotiqeskie predstavleni "mod O( n )" i predstavleni s toqnostь do operatorov iz nekotorogo klassa S (kompaktnyh operatorov, operatorov Gilьberta-Xmidta ili operatorov koneqnogo ranga), tak i sluqai, sovmewa wie oba tipa pribliжeni (i v dannom sluqae vy vlen зffekt neperestanovoqnosti por dka ih vypolneni , qto, po-vidimomu, svidetelьstvuet o bolee obwem i fundamentalьnom fakte razliqi meжdu asimptotiqesko teorie psevdodifferencialьnyh operatorov i psevdodifferencialьnym isqisleniem na asimptotiqeskih mnogoobrazi h v smysle [27] ). Nekotorye priloжeni obsuжdaemyh voprosov k prikladnym problemam informacionnyh tehnologi (organizaci peredaqi informacii v integrirovannyh videokognitivnyh interaktivnyh sistemah dl uskorennyh neverbalьnyh kompь ternyh i telekommunikaci ) izuqalisь v rabote [28] .
